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20/20 How to 20/20 rear view or perfect view? Also like the way Bill and Ruthie go 50/50 on the trip, and see things in two different ways. By the time they arrived in Indiana, Bill realized that Ruthie, his driving partner, was incapable of theoretical debate. She drove well, went halfway in gas, etc., but refused to argue. He didn't seem to know how. Bill was used to Bill's doubts about
Ruthie. Is it reliable? Do you refuse or can't argue? What's your point of view of him? who discussed everything he said, every step of the way. Ruthie clung to simple observation, like Mira, cows. You traced it to the fact that Bill keeps the score, and maybe Ruthie's kinder, or she's got a better view. He realizes things. that she was from rural Ohio and excited to death to be
anywhere else. He didn't mind driving in the setting sun. The third night, Bill rested her eyes as she sailed along making the occasional announcement. Indian paint brush. A golden eagle. Miles later frowned. There was no Indian brush he knew, near Chicago. The next night, driving, Ruthie said: I never thought I'd see a Bigfoot in real life. Repetition, like a folk tale---: 2nd sunset
unit, 3rd time speaking. There's not much dialogue in history. Bill turned and looked at the side of the road flowing innocently behind them. Two red dots winked back: reflectors nailed to a tree stump. Ruthie, I'm going to drive Bill's only speech. Turning point: Bill sees something he doesn't know yet. Said. They stopped the car and changed locations in the light of the night star. I'm
so glad I have to come with you, Ruthie said. His eyes were large, blue and able to see wonderful views. A white buffalo near Fargo. A UFO over Twin Falls. A handsome genius in Bill's own person. Repetition, as a joke, in three things Ruthie sees. This last vision came to him in Spokane and Bill decided to let him ride. The story begins and ends in the midst of things: For the
moment, let it ride. Initial Impression Chart: Start in the middle of the action, on a journey. Narration: past time, third person. Character: Bill is the central character, and he and Ruthie have been driving for a while. Fit: Indiana is a middling, un romantic place. Paragraph 1 Narration and Character: Bill's judgments on Ruthie show that he is proud to discuss abstract ideas; that he
thinks Ruthie should be stupid; who did not know each other well and are not suitable for a long journey together. Bill is from the unfortunate East Coast; Ruthie, rural Ohio bored and boring. Style: Casual language—well and so on—sounds like Bill's voice, but it's not the narrator. The bum etc. that Bill is not curious about her. The observation of cows sounds funny, childish, even
stupid. But why do you have to blame it or carry the score? Score? 2 Plot and character: This is the first specific time given in history, the third night: Ruthie surprises the reader and Bill with more than just a more than boring observation. Paragraph 4 Style, Character, Fit and Tone: Sleeping in the accelerating car, Bill is too late to check what he says. Frown (does not argue)
because the plant and bird cannot be seen in the Midwest. Brewer uses a number of place names to indicate the route of the car. There's humour in Ruthie's habit of pointing out strange places. Paragraph 5 Character and Setting: Bigfoot is a legendary monster living in western forests. Is Ruthie's imagination bringing out the best in Bill's logic? Innocently he personifies the way,
and the reflectors on the stump wink like the monster; Bill is finally looking (albeit in retrospect). The stage seems to be joking about him. Paragraph 6 Plot and Character: Here the characters change places. He wants to drive (is he hallucinating?), but it's like he won. The storytelling (which has been relying on Bill's voice and perspective) for the first time realizes a romantic detail
of the scenery Ruthie doesn't point out (the star of the night). Paragraph 7 Character and theme: Bill begins to see Ruthie and what she is capable of. What they see is the journey these characters make to fall in love, in the West, where things become unreal. Style: The long sounds and images of O in A White Buffalo near Fargo. A UFO about Twin Falls (along with the words
Ohio, Chicago and Spokane) give a sense of wild nature (note the names of Indian places). The result of the story is that they go a long way to Fargo, see twice as much and fall in love in Twin Falls, see and imagine wonderful things in each other. They end up with a perfectly matched vision. These notes could be organized and expanded into a history response document. Some
of his ideas might even be the basis for a longer essay on one of the elements of the story. You can approach any type of narrative with the same type of questions that have been applied to 20/20. Try it in the next chapter of Marjane Satrapi's Persépolis. This best-selling graphic novel, or graphic memoirs, originally written in French and now a successful film, recounts Satrapi's
own experience as a girl in Iran through her works of art and words. Persépolis begins with a ten-year-old portrait of Satrapi with a black veil in 1980. Iran's Islamic leaders had recently imposed religious law, including mandatory coverage for schoolgirls. On September 22, 1980, Iraq invaded Iran, beginning a conflict that lasted until 1988, greatly affecting Satrapi's childhood in
Tehran (once known as Persépolis). The Iran-Iraq war was a precursor to the 1990-91 Persian Gulf War and the Iraq War or Second Gulf War that began in 2003. This excerpt resembles an illustrated tale, although it is understood to be based on real events. How do the images and layouts of each page's panels contribute to expectations, storytelling (here, count and show),
characterization, plotting, adjustment, style, and themes? Read (and see) with these questions in mind and a pencil in your hand. Annotating or taking notes will guide you to a more thoughtful response. 20/20 - Linda Brewer When I first read this I immediately thought about how these two people know each other. The story gave me no idea how they knew each other, except they
were driving companions. I felt I needed to know more about the character backgrounds. As I read this story, I felt for the first time that I didn't understand it. I didn't know what the point of this was. I imagine others reading may have felt the same way. At the end of the story I felt that Ruthie was doing her best, as she must have been long. Where they were going in the world
because they seemed to be driving a very long distance. He told us that Ruthie was from Ohio and that they had been to Indiana, Chicago, Fargo, Twin Falls and Spokane. After reading the story I think the main point was that people don't always see things the same way, and that's fine. Where Bill saw a tree stump and reflectors Ruthie saw Big Foot. It's all how you look at things
in life and not everyone is going to see the same thing. The story begins in the middle of a road trip. I wonder how these two met, and what their fate was, but I have to assume that the author doesn't tell us because it's not important. I liked the part where Bill wondered why Ruthie wasn't arguing with him about abstract or theoretical ideas. Personally, I enjoy friendly back-and-
forth battles, and often start discussions about anything with my friends. Just wherever our minds take us and all the possibilities and advances we have during these debates. His comparison between east coast women and Ruthie, a rural girl from Ohio, is a debate I've had with myself over time. Two of my brothers live on the East Coast and every time I go out to see them I find
myself looking for differences in the females here in South Dakota and out there. Have I found any? I don't know if I'd say I found any, but the debate keeps coming up. Why is the story called 20/20 anyway? Ruthie's always talking about seeing things, whether it's the cows, the Indian brush, the golden eagle. Bill almost seemed annoyed by Ruthie and her views, but maybe it's
because her eyes were rarely open enough to see the bigger, more beautiful picture of her surroundings, and Ruthie could. It's a useful lesson that the world is what we want to see. We can see all the horror and terrible things that are going on in the world, but somewhere there's something magical and cool to see, and we just have to keep our eyes open. I found it strange that
the started in middle, there was no beginning or end. He made the reader make assumptions with the limited amount of knowledge of the characters. For example, Ruthie stuck to a simple observation, such as 'look at cows'. The way this was described made me think of her as a simple person. However later in history she announces things like Indian brush or golden eagle this
leads me to believe that she has a different perspective on the world than Bill. When she sees reflectors nailed to a tree stump, while Ruthie sees Big Foot. I think the story is coming, depending on your perspective on the world you can see wonderful views or just a boring tree stump. You need to open your eyes so you can see some of the beautiful views Ruthie sees as a white
buffalo, while Bill sees it for what things are and not what they could be. Kapil Amin HUM 102 - L62 Garcia 2/11/16 Theme A theme is a theme in a piece of literature that can be stated directly or indirectly that it has an influential meaning. A common theme in many literary pieces is self-realization, usually impacting the main character. The reason this realization occurs is usually
from a change of perspective. In the stories, 20/20 of Linda Brewer and Cathedral by Raymond Carver, one person is changed through an experience with another person. This change of perspective is also related in the film The Elephant Man for the Innocent Victim. There are many common themes portrayed by the three pieces, but the most powerful and influential theme is the
change of perspective as seen in 20/20, Cathedral and The Elephant Man. 20/20 is a story about two people, Bill and Ruthie, on a road trip. Bill immediately noticed that Ruthie, his driving partner, was unable to debate theoretically (Brewer 16). This was strange to Bill that he was, Used to east coast women who discussed everything he said, every step of the way (Brewer 16).
Being with a woman who was so different was unique to Bill, which could be beneficial or harmful to him. Ruthie repeatedly claimed that she saw impossible things like The Indian Brush. A golden eagle (Brewery 16). Bill was disappointed by these false advertisements, suggesting that this simple woman was probably harmful to him. As time went on, Ruthie kept pointing to
impossible places like bigfoot, which ended up being just two reflectors nailed to a tree stump. Bill offered to drive and Ruthie said, I am so glad I came with you (Brewer 16). Ruthie was, able to see wonderful places (Brewery 16). I could see the world in an uplifting way like, A handsome genius in Bill's own person (Brewer 17). This last vision had a different effect on Bill. He
decided, to let (Brewery 17). This impacted Bill in a and gave him the understanding that Ruthie has a perspective on life that is different from hers. Ruthie sees things the way a lot of people want to see it, and the latest claim to be a handsome genius was beneficial to Bill. Cathedral is a short story about a narrator who was not happy with the fact that a blind man, a friend of his
wife's, was visiting. I wasn't excited about your visit. I wasn't the one I knew/remember I didn't think much about the poem. Of course, I didn't tell you that. Maybe I don't understand poetry (Carver 1). This quote suggests that the narrator has a closed mind and is not in favor of change and understanding. The narrator also says, his blind being bothered me. My idea of blindness
came from the movies. In the movies, the blind moved slowly and never laughed. Sometimes they were guided by eye dogs. A blind man in my house was not something I look forward to (Carver 1). The narrator has a negative pre-state perspective of the blind based on his judgment of the films. This shows that the narrator is ignorant and closes the idea due to his lack of insight.
She also feels bad for Robert's dead wife saying, Imagine a woman who could never see herself as she was seen in the eyes of her loved one (Carver 2). The narrator understands that there is nothing more to love than simply giving and receiving compliments. His perspective begins to change at the table when the narrator says: I watched admiringly as he used his knife and fork
in the flesh (Carver 3). This shows how the narrator is taking the initiative to learn about Robert and even admire him. This advances as you draw the cathedral as you open the narrator's mind once you see the Cathedral as really something (Carver 7) with your eyes closed. This reassures the narrator as he first opened his eyes. The narrator finally sees the world in Robert's
perspective and realizes that he can see more than the eyes can. The Elephant Man is a moving film about a mutilated human who was treated like an animal all his life. Dr. Frederick Treves releases him from an abusive owner and takes him on an examination. Treves did this at first out of curiosity and to show the world his skills as a wonderful doctor. When he talks to Dr. Fox
who asks: Have you ever mentioned his state of mind? (The Elephant Man), Dr. Treves replies: Oh, he's an, probably from birth. The man is a complete idiot... Pray to God he's an idiot (The Elephant). This was due to a lack of response, but the real reason was that John was afraid to speak. Once John spoke, He greatly changed Dr. Treves' perspective on him and the doctor tried
to change Mr. Carr-Gomm's perspective. In doing so, Dr. Treves discovered that John has been literate, reading The Bible. This caused an even greater change of perspective not only or Dr. Treves, but for everyone who read the paper that was published about John. As the film progresses, more people's perspective on John changes and perspective changes are even greater
for those who see him as an intelligent and gentle human. John was always used to remaining silent and accepting, until the train scene when he shouted: I'm not an elephant! I'm not an animal! I'm a human being! I'm a man! (The Elephant Man). This eruption changes the perspective of everyone at the train station around him as they step back from John. People see that John is
a helpless man who has been treated with disrespect. At the scene of the play, Dr. Treves looks at John in a way that suggests that the doctor is now powerless. His perspective to help John, in terms of health, is no longer in his hands. The theme of the change of perspective is both the stories, 20/20 of Linda Brewer, Raymond Carver Cathedral, and in the film The Elephant Man.
In 20/20, Bill's perspective on how the world can be seen by others changes for the better of it. In Cathedral, the narrator experiences Robert's perspective and this opens his eyes for the first time. In Elephant Man, many people's perspective on John Merrick changes from seeing him as the elephant man to just one man. There are many common themes within the three pieces,
but the most influential theme would be the change of perspective.                                                            Works Cited Brewer, Linda. 20/20. The Norton Introduction to Literature, Portable 10th ed. Ed. Booth, Alison. J. Paul Hunter and Kelly J. Mays. 10th portable Ed. New York: W.W. Norton, Inc., 2011. 16-17. Printing. Carver, Raymond. Cathedral. The Norton Introduction to
Portable Literature 10th ed. Ed. Booth, Alison. J. Paul Hunter and Kelly J. Mays. 10th portable Ed. New York: W.W. Norton, Inc., 2011. 32-44. Printing. The Elephant Man. StudioCanal, 1980.      
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